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Abstract. Aiming at the complexity of wind direction and irregular sand flow in a desert area, a
combinatorial ring-shaped sand barrier is used. Stokes law of inertia force and centrifugal force and gravity
sedimentation are used. With CFD fluid software Fluent, laminar flow model Equation and κ-ε turbulence
model, the wind speed of the sand in the sand-gas-solid two-phase flow passing through the circular sand
barrier is studied at different distances and different altitudes after the sand barrier, the wind speeds before
and after the sand barrier are compared and analyzed . The mean minimum wind speed behind the single sand
barrier was reduced by 32.5% -49.4% compared with that before the sand barrier. The wind speed at different
height of the composite sand barrier was reduced by 30% -58.3% compared with the inlet wind speed, which
solved the problem of irregular wind and sand control in the desert wind direction.

1 Introduction
Sand particles forms aeolian flow under the action of wind
farms, the aeolian flow aggravates the process of land
desertification, study on the law of sand flow, master the
law of sand flow,it can provide a theoretical basis for wind
and sand stabilization.Wind sand liquidity is a complex
multi-factor problem and a typical gas-solid two-phase
flow in the desert[1].Sand-blocking process is a
combination of a single sand macroscopical movement
and macrovisual study[2,3].The sand barrier is one of the
most effective sand fixation method, the sand barriers is
mainly lattice sand barriers, the grass pane sand barries is
used most on practical, most studies on sand barriers are
also based on lattice sand barriers [4-8] .Some domestic
scholars have also conducted some explorations and
researches on the shape of sand barriers,such as Qu Jian
Jun et al [9] studied the windbreak and sand fixation effects
of six types of cotton sand barriers in the three structures
of implantable,fenced and bundled structures,various
structures and specifications of cotton stalk sand barriers
can increase the surface roughness to a certain extent,
reduce the near-surface wind speed, slow down the sand
movement in the barrier and reduce the amount of
sediment transported.Liu Jinhao et al [10] studied the
windbreak and sand-fixing capabilities of the regular
triangle,square and regular hexagonal grass barriers,the
windbreak performance of a square grass sand barrier is
obviously smaller than that of a regular triangle and a
regular hexagon,the largest surface roughness is a regular
triangular grass sand barrier.Wang Chengyu and Wang
Yujie et al[11] conducted field trials to study the blocking
effectiveness
of
positive
semicircular,inverted
semicircular and one-shaped sandbag sand barriers,the
overall distance and sand erosion of sand barriers,the
*

wind resistance benefits of obtaining a semi-circular sand
barrier is best.Hayakawa et al[12]studied the flow around
the cylinder and the influencing factors of wind speed
variation in the flow field. This article proposes a
combined ring-shaped sand-barrier,the fluent fluid
software and the laminar flow model combined with κ-ε
standard model [13] is used to study the sand-resistance
characteristics of single and combined ring-shaped sand
barriers and their effects on wind speed changes are
analyzed, then the structure of the ring-shaped sand
barrier is optimized, to get the best structure and
arrangement.It can not only solve the problem of high
experimental cost and long cycle in the study of windy
and irregular regions,and also provide reference for
windbreaks and sand fixing problems in areas with
irregular wind directions

2 Sand particles separation principle
When sand particles move on the aeolian two-phase flow
field, it can issubjected of the external forces, the external
force including gravity, buoyancy, pressure gradient force,
false mass force, basset force, mangus lift force and
samffman lift force [14].In this paper, the study of sandblocking characteristic of the ring-shaped sand-barrier is
carried out, based on the dual principle of inertial force
and centrifugal force (Fig.1).
2.1. Inertial force principle
When the sand passes through the ring-shaped sandbarrier windward side, due to due to the principle of the
inertial force, a part of the sand particles is blocked when
the sand particles knocks against the circular sand-barrier
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windward. If we consider the gravity sedimentation of
sand particle obey the law stokes law in aeolian gas-solid
two-phase flow, assuming that only gravity and drag act
on the sand particle and the particle is in an initial
stationary state, then the gravimetric momentum equation
and its boundary conditions are when t = 0, the sand
particle force equation of motion:

F = G

O

− Fd − m

du
dt

(1)
In the formula:ΣF is composition of forces（N）;G0
is residual gravity (also known as effective gravity),
gravity minus the buoyancy（N）;Fd is fluid resistance
（ N ） ;m is the quality of sand(kg); u is sand
velocity(m/s).
Assume that the sand is spherical sand:

m=



6

G0 =

2.2. Centrifugal principle

3

dp p



Fig. 2. The centrifugal sand resistance principle of ring-shaped
sand-barrie

When the aeolian passes through the ring-shaped sand
barrier wall (Fig.2), under the action of centrifugal force,
the aeolian rotates movement along the ring-shaped sand
barrier wall, by the density differences of sand and fluid,
according to the sedimentation coefficient of sand and
buoyant density difference to separate sand. During the
process of sedimentation, the movement direction and
speed of sand particles have the following relations to the
density, shape, size and intensity of sand particles.
(1)Centrifugal force of the sand particles is :

(2)

3

d p ( p −  ) g

6
d p 2 u 2
Fd = 

4
2

(3)

(4)
In the formula: dp-grit diameter（m）;ρp-grit density
（kg/m3）; ζ-resistance coefficient; ρ-gas-solid mixed
fluid density（kg/m3）.
Will G0, Fd, m equivalent to (1) available:
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(6)

r- Sand particles radius（m）; ρ - sand particles density
（kg/m3）; ω-angular velocity (rad/s); R-airflow rotation
radius.
(2)Settlement speed:
4
When the sand particles is 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟 3 𝜌𝜌ｇ , sand buoyancy

(5)
It can be seen from the equation of motion, the
acceleration of the sand depends on the residual gravity
and air resistance in the static wind. G0 is a constant for a
certain size of the sand particle when the sand particle
settles in the flowing air, fluid resistance increases with
increasing velocity. If the gravity is greater than the
buoyancy, the sand particle will accelerate to decline due
to its own gravity at the beginning of settlement.
When suspended aeolian around the ring-shaped sand
barrier, due to its inertia, the aeolian detaches from the
fluid streamline, hits the windward surface of the ringshaped sand barrier, inertial sedimentation occurs on the
windward side of the ring-shaped sand barrier (Fig.1). The
ring-shaped forms a large vortex, reaches full turbulence
in turbulent state, flow rate is very big, the total resistance
becomes smaller.

4

is 𝜋𝜋𝑟𝑟 3 𝜌𝜌＇ ｇ:
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(7)

When the sand particles diameter is d, in the centrifugal
field velocity is:

d 2 (  −  ) 2
 R
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 =
18

(8)

Equation (8) below the unit of gravity, the velocity of the
sand particles in the stokes theorem:
𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 =

d 2 (  −  )
g
18

(9)

Above formula: sand sedimentation rate (𝑉𝑉𝑐𝑐 );the sand
particle diameter is medium density (𝜌𝜌＇) ; gas-solid



mixing medium viscosity( ).
Sand particles and air is separated under the action of
centrifugal force, the greater the centrifugal force of sand,
the higher the separation efficiency.
Analytical calculation: When the wind speed is 12m/s,
R=4m, t=R-r=0.1m, h=1m is the best parameter of sand
barrier.

Fig.1. The inertia sedimentation schematicdiagram of sand
particles
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3 The simulation of the ring-shaped
sand-barrier sand-blocking
characteristic
3.1. A single ring-shaped sand-barrier
To model and mesh a single ring-shaped sand barrier by
GAMBIT of the fluent software preprocessing
software(Fig.3),the size of three-dimensional calculation:
the length is 20m,the width is 10m,the height is 1.5m;The
diameter of ring-shaped sand-barrier is 8m,thickness is
0.1m, height is 1m;Mesh is divided into 0.2mm;Boundary
conditions: ○
1 Entrance:speed is12m/s; ○
2 Export: Free
flow; ○
3 The component of each variable in the normal
direction is zero;○
4 The remaining boundary conditions
using slip-free solid wall boundary conditions [15-16].

Fig. 5.The velocity vector of a single ring-shaped sand-barrier

In Fig4, the wind pressure is between-5.14e + 01 and
1.93e + 02, the wind pressure is the largest at the ring sand
barrier windward and reduces first and then increase the
trend along the radial to the sand barrier leeward in the
model area. In Fig5, the speed of the aeolian passing the
ring-shaped sand barrier is between 5.71e-02 and 1.77e +
01, the speed is the smallest in the ring-shaped sand
barrier windward and in the area behind , the wind speed
reaches the maximum along on both sides of the
tangential direction of the ring-shaped sand barrier in the
whole model area, along the radial to the ring-shaped sand
barrier leeward,the wind speed increases first and then
decreases and the wind pressure is exactly the opposite
size. The wind speed gradually increases along the radial
direction of the sand barrier surface, until the same with
the mainstream wind speed outside, in the sand barrier
windward surface the wind speed continues to decline due
to sand barrier surface friction, but the main speed of the
sand barrier boundary layer is gradually increasing,
therefore wind speed will not decline. The prevailing
wind speed gradually weakened in the sand barrier
leeward, making the wind speed of the ring-shaped sand
barrier surface reduced, because of getting the mainstream
wind speed outside.

Fig. 3. The grid division graph of a single ring-shaped sandbarrier

The calculation area is modeled by GAMBIT
preprocessing software, the model is read into by the
FLUENT solver, checking the model file, choosing
laminar calculation model, defining fluid physical
properties, setting all the parameters, the simulation
results are as follows:

Fig. 4.The pressure nephogram of a single ring-shaped sandbarrier

Fig.6. The velocity isocline of a single ring-shaped sand-barrier
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(c) x=20 m
Fig. 8.The wind speed before a single ring-shaped sand barrier

Fig.7.The streamline diagram of a single ring-shaped sandbarrier

In Fig8(a), at 5 m before the single ring-shaped sand
barrier, in the area just in front of the sand barrier, at
0.3m,0.5m,1m and 1.5m,the change of wind speed is
about 1m /s, the height has little effect on wind speed
changes. The height of the area just behind the sand
barrier is 0.3m、0.5m、 1m and 1.5m, the change of
wind speed is between 4m/s ~ 9m/s and 3.5m/s ~ 6.5m/s
respectively, and the wind speed significantly reduces
compared to the area before the sand barrier. The wind
speed before and after the sand barrier increases with the
increase of height, the closer to the ground or closer to the
border the smaller the wind speed.
Table 1shows that the mean minimum wind speed at
10 meters after the sand barrier reduces by 49.4% than at
5 meters before the sand barrier, the average minimum
wind speed at 20 meters after the sand barrier reduces to
32.5% than at 5 meters before the sand barrier.

It can be seen from Fig 6 that a part of the aeolian has
straight the inner wall of the ring-shaped sand-barrier, a
part of the aeolian moves along the direction of the center
of the wall to move on both sides, due to the inertial
force.It can be seen from the fig7 that there are two
symmetrical whirling vortices behind the ring-shaped
sand barrier, commonly known as Karman vortex,this
process is turbulent and it is a steady-state process.

Table 1 The sand barrier has different distance and high wind
speed
(a) x= 5m

Z
0.5m
1m
1.5m
Average
speed( m/s)

X=-5m
(m/s)

X=-10m
(m/s)

X=-20m
(m/s)

7
11
8.5

3.5
6
4.2

5.5
7.2
5

7.7

3.9

5.2

3.2. The combined ring-shaped sand barrier
The combined ring-shaped sand barrier arrangement is the
sand barrier staggered arrangement of equal spacing in the
desert, the distance between two adjacent sand barriers is
greater than the outer diameter of sand barrier,scilice:d＞
2 （ r+t ） , three adjacent sand barrier center line was
equilateral triangle(Fig.9 ).

(b) x= 10 m
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(c) x= 15m
Fig.11. Along x direction wind speed after the combined sand
–barrier

Fig. 9. 3d modeling diagram of combined ring-shaped sand
barrier

In Fig.11, the lower the ground clearance the lower the
speed and the higher the ground clearance the higher the
speed after the sand barrier different distances, eventually
approaching the inlet wind speed. At the height of 0.3 m,
0.5 m and 0.8 when the distance from the sand barrier is
5m, wind speed is about 5.5 m / s, 9 m / s and 12 m / s, the
wind speed are basically the same at 10 m and 15 m away
from the sand barrier and the wind speed at 5 m, but it has
a greater frequency of change fter the sand barrier 10m,
the speed fluctuations become smaller from the sand
barrier near or far away ,more frequently in the sand
barrier interception area.
Table 2 shows, at the same height, after the combining
sand barrier at 5m, 10m, 15m, the average wind speed
changes little, but the wind speed is increasing with the
increase of the height after the combined sand barriers,
with the increase of the distance, the wind speed basically
remains unchanged at the same height.Wind speed
decreased by 30% -58.3% at different distances and
altitude after combined barrier compared with the inlet
wind speed.

Fig.10 The combined ring-shapedsand barrier grid division
map

The same as the study process of sand resistance of a
single ring-shaped sand barrier, also use FLUENT
software pre-processing software GAMBIT to model and
mesh of combined ring-shaped sand barriers (Fig.10), its
three-dimensional calculation area model size is: the
length is 50m, the width is 35m, the height is 3m, the rest
of the conditions are set the same as a single ring-shaped
sand barrier, simulation results are as follows.

Table 2. The wind speed of pre and post combined sand –
barrier at different height and distance

(a) x=5m

Z

X=5m
(m/s)

X=-10m
(m/s)

X=-20m
(m/s)

0.3m
0.5m
0.8m

5.51
9.17
11.97

5.19
8.53
11.51

5.21
8.64
11.83

4 Conclusion
(1)Based on the dual principle of inertial force and
centrifugal force, analysis and calculation of ring-shaped
sand barrier: when wind speed is 12m/s, the radius of sand
barrier is 4m, t=R-r=0.1m,h=1m,it is the best parameter
for a single ring-shaped sand barrier; Ring-shaped sand
barrier staggered arrangement of medium-spaced in the
desert, adjacent two center distance is greater than the
outer diameter of the sand barrier,it is the best layout for
way that adjacent three centers from the connection was
equilateral triangle.
(2)By using Fluent to simulate the wind speed of sand
through the single and combinesand barriers, the average
minimum wind speed at 10 meters after a single ringshaped sand barrier decreased 49.4% compared with

(b) x=10m
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before the sand barrier, the average minimum wind speed
at 20 meters after the sand barrier reduced by 32.5%
compared with that before the sand barrier; Combined
sand barrier wind speed at different heights than the inlet
wind speed reduced by 30% -58.3%. The analysis shows
that the average wind speed decreases less than before the
sand barrier, the lower the ground clearance, the lower the
wind speed, the higher the ground clearance is, the bigger
the wind speed is.Compared with the current technology,
with more effective anti-desertification effect, it can
provide a reference for the actual sand control and sand
fixation and be suitable for the desert environment in the
complex control of the aeolian control project.
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